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Abstract

This research study analysed the rheological properties of potato amylose and potato amy-

lopectin in binary solutions of the following water and dimethyl sulfoxide concentrations:

90% DMSO (1), 80% DMSO (2) and 50% DMSO (3), with preparation methodology involv-

ing the dissolution at the temperature of 98˚C. The studies of dynamic light scattering on the

biopolymer coils and the determination of main relaxation times of the solutions were carried

out. For the amylose solutions, the fast relaxation phenomena are predominant. The results

of the quality tests of the hysteresis loop showed, that the amylose solutions in the solvents

(1) and (2) are rheologically stable and shear-thickened. The amylose solutions in solvents

(3) reveal oscillatory alterations of viscosity in the time. Amylopectin solutions are character-

ized by 80% share of slow relaxation phenomena, very low diffusion coefficients and hydro-

dynamic radii in the range of 2000 nm. The amylopectin solutions are rheologically unstable.

Introduction

The structure-forming properties of starch are a result of its composition, and the interactions

between its polysaccharide chains and the solvent’s molecules. There are only few known systems

in which starch can dissolve [1], i.e., in water, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and N,N-dimethyloa-

cetamide supplemented with LiCl. Dissolution of starch requires a total destruction of the starch

granule, which is composed of layers of crystalline structure, as well as amorphous layers. As a

result, a solution containing both linear and branched chains is obtained. The chains’ conforma-

tion, as well as their behaviour, are distinct and depend on the type of the solvent. Amylose (AM),

which in aqueous solutions adopts a helix conformation, undergoes a process of gelation immedi-

ately after it is released from a granule; the gelation process begins upon crossing the c� concen-

tration (overlap concentration) [2, 3]. Amylopectin (AP) chains adopt a coil conformation in

water; the coils form a network due to the entanglement of the side branches. The values of aver-

age radii of gyration and weight average molecular mass obtained in the experiments with static
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light scattering (SLS) [4] and with the help of chromatography studies, are comparable [5] and

indicate, that amylopectin assumes a spherical or globular conformation in DMSO, whereas amy-

lose adopts a conformation of an elastic chain.

A mixture of DMSO and water can be used as a special solvent. The aqueous solutions of

DMSO are still explored due to their unique properties. These solutions exhibit a strongly non-

ideal behaviour, due to interactions between molecules. The methyl groups of DMSO may

induce cooperative ordering in the system by hydrophobic hydration effects. The oxygen atom

of a DMSO molecule can interact with water through H-bonding [6]. Roy and co-workers [6]

observed the continuum percolation transition in aqueous DMSO solutions with the percola-

tion threshold of 12–15% wt. of DMSO. As a consequence of the specific nature of DMSO-

water interactions, certain anomalous physical properties are observed for linear hydrocarbon

chains, [7] as well as some proteins such as lysozyme [8, 9], in binary solvents at low DMSO

concentrations.

In the case of starch, a number of studies have been carried out over the years to understand

the conformational properties of linear amylose [10– 14] and branched amylopectin [14–17],

in water and DMSO mixtures. These studies focused, for the most part, on the conformational

transformations of AM or AP in a binary solvent at high DMSO concentrations (90% v/v).

Han & Lim [14] studied the influence of the conditions of dissolution in 90% DMSO on the

molecular parameters of starch with varying amylose content. The authors determined, that

the temperature and time of the dissolution have substantial influence on the weight average

molecular mass, radius of gyration and the dispersion of the polysaccharide chains in the solu-

tion. With the increasing addition of water, the interactions between amylose and DMSO were

reduced, leading to the conformational transition of AM from tight helical via loose helical

to disordered coil [11]. This led to a decrease of the value of radius of gyration (Rg) [10], the

changes to AM’s weight average molecular masses [12] and reduction of the intrinsic viscosity

values [11, 12]. Moreover, at the concentration of 65% DMSO, a formation of DMSO�2H2O

hydrate and the solvation of amylose were observed [11]. Lee, You, Kweon, Chung, & Lim [17]

studied the solubility of waxy maize starch in binary solvents (DMSO/H2O: 500/500, 700/300

and 900/100) and determined, that the AP’s solubility is limited by the presence of water in

the solvent. An increasing water content not only limits the AP’s solubility, but also causes an

aggregation of its chains in the solution. These observations were confirmed by the results pre-

sented in the study by Vasconcelos et al. [13]. In the case of starch solutions in binary solvents,

the phenomenon of coil overlap occurs, observed previously for water solutions of amylopectin

[2, 3].The test results indicate the presence of quite strong polymer-polymer type interactions.

In the case of potato starch dissolved in a (DMSO/H2O 800/200 v/v) solution, the overlap con-

centration equals c� = 0.015 g�mL-1, and intrinsic viscosity equals 0.5 dL�g-1 [13].

A separate group of studies concerned the rheological properties of starch solutions in

binary solvents, and discussed the properties of rheologically unstable solutions of cornstarch

in 90% DMSO [18, 19]. Additionally, several studies on viscoelastic properties of solutions of

maize amylopectin in 90%DMSOwere carried out [20– 22]. The authors determined that the

properties of solutions of branched amylopectin depend on its concentration; moreover, they

are solutions of a non-Newtonian nature. The solutions of amylose in 90% DMSO studied in

the research by Kapoor & Bhattacharya [21, 22] behaved like Newtonian liquids.

The results of tests on structural properties of biopolymers in binary solvents, and rheologi-

cal properties of their solutions in 90% DMSO, presented in the research literature, point to a

relation between the conformation of polysaccharides, adopted in the solutions, and the behav-

iour of those solutions during shear flow.

The above considerations indicate, that the body of knowledge concerning rheological

behaviours of starch and its components (amylose and amylopectin) in binary water/DMSO
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solutions is rather fragmented and certain phenomena are not yet fully described. There is a

lack of a clear description of thixotropic behaviours, as well as behaviours occurring during

long lasting shearing. Due to a very complex mechanism of water/DMSO/starch interactions,

shear-induced conformational changes can occur in such systems. This in turn can lead to the

loss of stability of flow, manifested by a physicochemical catastrophe of a static or dynamic

kind, and the occurrence of non-fading viscosity oscillations in time. Moreover, there is a lack

of equations describing the dependencies of viscosity and shear rate in the subject literature,

resulting from the fact that these solutions do not comply with simple correlations of the Ost-

wald-de Waele equation, and require the use of complex models and special methods of param-

eter estimation. There is also a notable absence of cross-referencing of the results of DLS studies

in conjunction with molecular structure of the discussed solutions, with the results obtained

from rheological studies.

The aim of this study was therefore the analysis of nonlinear rheological properties of the

binary solutions (water/DMSO) of potato amylose and amylopectin. Particular emphasis was

placed on the interpretation of the thixotropic behaviours and phenomena taking place during

long-term shearing. The obtained results were compared with the data from research litera-

ture, as well as with data obtained from the studies on dynamic laser light scattering in the ana-

lysed solutions.

Materials and methods

The research materials comprised solutions of starch (1% and 5% w/w) in a binary solvent,

formed of water and DMSO at various ratios [10]. Pure potato amylose (Sigma, Germany) and

pure potato amylopectin (Eliante Avebe, the Netherlands) were used in this research.

Gel chromatography GPC

Approximately 20 mg of the analyzed sample was weighed with accuracy of 0.1 mg and placed

in a tube; next, 2 mL of 0.1 mol�L-1 NaOH was added and the content was mixed until the com-

pounds became diluted. A drop of phenolphthalein was added as a marker and subsequently

neutralized with 2 mL of 0.1 mol�L-1 HCl. Next, the sample was filtrated and injected into a sys-

tem of chromatographic columns. The chromatographic analysis of the starch samples was car-

ried out using gel chromatography (GPC).

The system consisted of two columns connected in a series (Ultrahydrogel 500, Ultrahydro-

gel 2000—Waters). A solution of 0.1 mol�L-1 NaNO3 and 0.02% NaN3 was applied as an eluent.

The flow rate was set to 0.6 mL�min-1 and 100 μL of the sample volume was injected. Calibra-

tion was performed using the pullulan (Shodex) standards.

The following values were obtained for amylose: weighted molecular mass Mw = 35 kg�mol-1,

number molecular mass Mn = 23 kg�mol-1, polydispersity 1.6, and for amylopectin respectively:

Mw = 35 710 kg�mol-1, Mn = 18 650 kg�mol-1, polydispersity 2.

Preparation of solutions of starch in mixtures of H2O and DMSO

As described in the reference literature, the ratios between water and DMSO (v/v) were main-

tained as follows (1) 100/900, (2) 200/800, (3) 500/500 and (4) 700/300. The influence of the

sample preparation procedure on the properties of the sample was studied. Consequently, a

series of experiments were conducted; samples were prepared based on the following three dif-

ferent protocols:

Method I: starch was diluted in binary solvents at 23˚C.

Method II: starch was diluted in binary solvents at temperatures varying from 98˚C.

Structural properties of starches in binary dimethyl sulfoxide-water solutions
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Method III: starch was subjected to pasting in a fixed amount of water at 98˚C; next,

DMSO was added until the concentration of the mixture reached the level of the concentration

of the binary solvent; the solution was mixed at the same temperature.

The solutions were mixed at the appropriate temperatures for 24 hours [14, 23].

Rheological measurements

Rheological measurements were made using an RS 6000 rheometer (ThermoFischer, Karlsruhe,

Germany). A sensor system of a cone-plate type was used, with the parameters set as follows: din =

35 mm at the angle of 2˚. In the first phase of the experiment the setting of the sensor was opti-

mized, which eliminated its effect of inertia when carrying out the viscosity measurements proper.

Next, the rate, with which the sensor was introduced to the sample, was adjusted in order to obtain

repeatability of the results. The study was undertaken at 23˚C. The temperature was controlled by

the ultra thermostat, with the accuracy of 0.10 K.

Flow curves

Prior to the 10-minute measurement program, the sample was subjected to relaxation (under

the sensor) for 10 minutes. In the first phase of the measurements, the _g shear rate was increased

to 1000 s-1 (the “up” curve) within 5 minutes. Once the desired _g value was reached, the mea-

surements of the apparent viscosity were made, under the conditions of decreasing shear rate

(to zero) within the same period of time (the “down” curve). The measurements were repeated

three times. The study was carried out at 23˚C.

Equilibrium measurements

This type of experiment comprised the measurements of changes of the apparent viscosities,

within 5 minutes at a fixed shear rate. This measurement procedure was chosen due to com-

plex rheological behaviour of the polysaccharides’ solutions [24, 25]. It allows to recognize for

the detection of the typical thixotropic behaviour in a studied sample in a wide range of time-

dependent rheological properties [26–28]. The following measurement conditions were

applied: 12 selected shear rates: _g: 0.5 s-1, 0.7 s-1, 1 s-1, 5 s-1, 10 s-1, 20 s-1, 50 s-1, 70 s-1, 100 s-1,

200 s-1, 500 s-1 and 1000 s-1. The measurements were carried out at 23˚C.

Intrinsic viscosity

The starch solutions were subjected to specific viscosity measurements, using a system com-

prised of Ubbelhode’s viscometer (SI Analytics, Germany) with capillary constant (K) equal to

0.01 mm2�s-2, electric clock ViscoClock, (SI Analytics, Germany) and a water bath (CT52, SI

Analytics, Germany). The measurements were made at the temperature of 23˚C. As a first

step, viscous properties of the starting solutions of H2O and DMSO were determined. Next,

the AP solutions in binary solvents were analyzed. The viscosity η of the solutions was calcu-

lated using the capillary constant (K). The method of analysis was based on determining the

intrinsic viscosity [η] and Huggins constant KH from the equation [29]:

Zred ¼
Zsp

c
¼ ½Z� þ KH � ½Z�

2
� c ð1Þ

where Zsp ¼
Z

Zsol
� 1, ηsol is the viscosity of the binary solvent and c is given in g�mL-1. All calcu-

lations were carried out using the nonlinear minimization algorithm of Marquardt-Levenberg.

Structural properties of starches in binary dimethyl sulfoxide-water solutions
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Dynamic light scattering measurements

Dynamic light scattering measurements were carried out at 23˚C on a Brookhaven DLS/SLS

BI-160 goniometer with digital autocorrelator BI-9000AT (Brookhaven, New York, USA). A

solid-state laser (JDSU, CDPS532M-050) with output power 50 mW at λ = 532 nm was used as

a light source. The studies on the solutions’ properties were performed at a scattering angle θ
of 90˚. The time–average intensity correlation functions g2(τ)-1 were obtained with an acquisi-

tion time of 300 s for each run, with the help of the Brookhaven Instruments Dynamic Light

Scattering Software. The mathematical analysis was based on the fitting of Kohlrausch-Wil-

liams-Watts stretched exponential function [30] to the correlation functions g2(τ)-1. The val-

ues of relaxation times of the fast τf and slow τs components as well as fractional contribution

of the fast process (A) and the exponent of the stretched exponential (β) were estimated with

the help of Marquardt-Levenberg minimization method. Next the values of hydrodynamic

radius Rh and diffusion coefficient Df for fast modes were calculated.

Modelling and estimation of the rheological equation parameters

The equation of state may be applied in the description of the rheological properties of starch

pastes in a form, which corresponds to the shear-thinned systems [31]:

Zappð _gÞ ¼ t0 � _g � 1 þ
X1

p¼1

Zp � e
� tp � _g ; ð2aÞ

or to the shear-thickened systems [32]:

Zappð _gÞ ¼ t0 � _g � 1 þ
X1

p¼1

Zp � ð1 � e� tp � _gÞ: ð2bÞ

The abbreviations used in the equation are as follows: ηapp means the apparent viscosity

(Pa�s), τo stands for the yield stress (Pa) and _g represents shear rate (s-1). The symbols: tp and

ηp, p = 1,2,. . . are the parameters of the equation of state and they can be interpreted as the cor-

responding time constant(s) and its intensity (Pa�s), respectively [32].

An estimation of parameters of only one addend in the sum (Eq 2), i.e. the estimation of the

t1 and η1, facilitates the determination of the so-called most probable characteristic time (t1).

However, a comprehensive description of the system is not possible in this case.

As the number of estimated parameters increases, this problem becomes computationally

more complex (ill-posed), which in turn makes the application of the least squares method

impossible. The regularization method [33] was applied to estimate the parameters in the

equation of state.

The intensity values ηp are dependent on the values of apparent viscosity. The higher the

apparent viscosities, the higher the values of this parameter become. In order to compare the

results for the systems of diverse concentrations and of diverse viscosity resulting from this, a

normalization of the intensity value ηp against the maximum value ηmax in the given distribu-

tion ηp/ηmax was carried out. As a result of the implementation of this procedure, the intensi-

ties of all characteristic times are located within the range from 0 to 1 and the shape of the

distribution and the location of the maxima on the graph are maintained.

For comparison, the parameters of the most common power-law equation (Herschel-Bulk-

ley model) were estimated. The following objective function:

w2

M� L ¼
XN

j¼1

ðZd

j � Ẑ jÞ
2
! min

to;k;n�0
ð3Þ
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where: Ẑ j ¼ Zð _g jÞ ¼ t0 � _g � 1
j þ k � _gn� 1

j was minimised using the Marquardt-Levenberg

method. The value of dissipated energy ΔE was calculated numerically with the help of the

trapezoidal method.

Results

The dissolution of potato amylopectin, or amylose, in the mixture of DMSO and H2O in the

ambient temperature turned out to be ineffective (Method I). The values of the second osmotic

virial coefficient, determined for the solutions of the analyzed starches in pure DMSO and in

water at 30˚C are low [34]; this explains difficulties in dissolution of starch in lower tempera-

ture conditions. Only when the temperature increased to 100˚C, the solutions became clear

(Method II).

Certain interesting properties have been observed for the amylopectin (AP) solutions (Fig

1). The AP solution in the solvent (1), i.e. in a mixture of H2O/DMSO (in the ratio of 100/900;

symbol II (1)), showed the highest apparent viscosity. The solution undergoes shear thinning

within the full range of shear rate (Fig 1A). Moreover, the phenomenon of hysteresis of the

“up” and “down” curves disappears with the increasing shear rate.

The AP solution, prepared in a mixture of water and DMSO in the proportion of 500/500

(symbol II (3)), was characterized by lower apparent viscosity, while simultaneously retaining

its shear thinning properties. However, in this case a clear hysteresis loop may be observed.

The “down” curve runs above the “up” curve; this fact points to the accumulation of mechani-

cal energy in the solution. The hysteresis of the flow curves is visible in two other solutions

(Table 1). The first solution (symbol II (4)) was obtained by dissolving AP in a binary solvent

(99 g of a solvent, 98˚C), whereas the second one (symbol III, (4)) was obtained by pasting

66.87 g of AP in 67 mL of water at 98˚C; next, 31.57 g (28.7mL) of DMSO was added and stir-

red under the same temperature conditions. In both cases the phenomenon of hysteresis is

observed (Table 1).

The second graph (Fig 1B) illustrates the results of the equilibration experiment carried out

for the 5% (w/w) AP solution. Within the range of lower shear rates (up to 10 s-1), oscillatory

changes of viscosity in time can be observed; the amplitude of the changes decreases as the

shear rate grows. The value of the amplitude (viscosity oscillations) drops as shear rate grows;

this is due to the fact that the system receives increasing amounts of energy, which causes the

newly obtained structure to become loose (viscosity decreases). Hence, the accumulation of

energy in the structure occurs promptly and the system achieves boundary values (the maxi-

mum) within a very short time; consequently, the system also rapidly dissipates energy. The

emerging structures, corresponding to individual shear rates, exhibit a weaker nature (the

value of viscosity decreases). However, the change of viscosity in time is increasing, i.e. the sys-

tem tends towards a stationary state and creates a structure that strongly resists the flow (it

undergoes shear-thickening). This phenomenon is observed up to the value of _g ¼ 500s� 1,

which is accompanied by changes in the system’s properties and the decrease in viscosity. This

implies a disintegration of the structure or its reorientation against the direction of the flow.

Molecularly, a solution is an environment where new structures are both formed and

degraded; however, their description requires a combining of methods, e.g. optical methods

with simultaneous rheological measurements.

Fig 2A shows the flow curves for the AM solutions prepared according to the method II (1)

and II (2). The systems do not exhibit a visible hysteresis (Table 1) and their rheological behav-

iour is less complex. Moreover, the values of the apparent viscosity are more than two orders

of magnitude lower in comparison to amylopectin. Both systems show the phenomenon of

shear thickening within the range of higher shear rates.

Structural properties of starches in binary dimethyl sulfoxide-water solutions
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The solution of AM in the 500/500 H2O/DMSO solvent (II (3)) exhibits completely differ-

ent behaviour. Fig 2B presents time series, which illustrate the changes of viscosity in time, in a

function of incrementally-increasing shear rate of the AM solution prepared under the condi-

tions II (3). Within the range of lower shear rates, the viscosity fluctuates in an oscillatory man-

ner; the changes, however, are very complex. The graph illustrates solely the extreme values of

Fig 1. Apparent viscosity dependence on a) shear rate for 1% (w/w) amylopectin solutions in binary solvents

(open symbols represent “up” flow curve, filled “down” flow curve) and b) time of shearing at selected shear

rates for 5% (w/w) amylopectin solution in solvent (3). Results shown for binary solvents H2O/DMSO: (1) 100/

900, (3) 500/500 and (4) 700/300.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171109.g001

Structural properties of starches in binary dimethyl sulfoxide-water solutions
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Table 1. The values of the parameters of the model (2a) for 1% AP solutions and of the model (2b) for 1% AM solutions (sample volume 0.4�10−6

m3).

Starch Up down ΔE,J�106

Herschel-Bulkley time constants (Eq 2) Herschel-Bulkley time constants (Eq 2)

K n t1, s t2, s t3, s k n t1, s t2, s t3, s

AM II(1) 1.93�10−5 1.08 0.1 5�10−4 - 1.93�10−5 1.08 0.1 5�10−4 - -

II(2) 2.07�10−5 1.10 10 10−3 - 2.07�10−5 1.10 10 10−3 - -

II(3) 1.05�10−5 1.25 10−5 - - 1.05�10−5 1.25 10−5 - - -

AP II(1) 0.066 0.77 0.1 0.02 0.005 0.065 0.77 0.05 0.005 5�10−4 -2.68

II(3) 0.031 0.84 0.7 - - 0.046 0.79 0.7 - - -2.78

II(4) 0.013 0.87 0.7 - - 0.034 0.71 0.5 0.02 0.002 -1.40

III(4) 0.011 0.87 0.7 - - 0.011 0.89 0.1 0.007 - -1.19

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171109.t001

Fig 2. a) Apparent viscosity dependence on shear rate for 1% (w/w) amylose solutions in binary solvents (open symbols represent “up” flow

curve, filled “down” flow curve). Results shown for solutions in binary solvents H2O/DMSO: (1) 100/900 and (2) 200/800, b)Amplitudes of viscosity

in time series as a function of shear rates (left) and possible courses of flow curves (Figenbaum-like diagram, right). Results shown for 1% (w/w)

amylose solution in solvent (3) H2O/DMSO: 500/500.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171109.g002

Structural properties of starches in binary dimethyl sulfoxide-water solutions
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viscosity. In the case of shear rates of the order of 10 s-1, the course of the η(t) is characterized

by such complex oscillatory behaviour, that six extreme values of viscosity are observed.

The rise in shear rate causes the rheological behaviour of the solution to undergo certain

changes. The alteration in extreme values ( _g = 20 s-1 and _g = 50 s-1) is observed; however, for

_g = 70 s-1 the changes are likely to occur in a chaotic manner. Further increase in shear rate is

accompanied by a visible reduction of the oscillatory amplitude. Moreover, a noticeable rise

of viscosity in the function of shear rate can be observed. The presented graph may be regarded

as a Feigenbaum-like diagram, which uses shear rate as a bifurcation parameter [35]. As a re-

sult of the aforementioned changes, the analyzed solution II (3) can be illustrated by different

courses of the flow curves. The internal graph depicts two variants of the alterations of appar-

ent viscosity in the function of shear rate (classical flow curve). The curve spotted with black

squares represents the shear-thickening phenomenon. The measuring points, which create the

curve, mirror the values of the amplitude of viscosity ranging from 0.001 to 0.005 Pas; i.e. the

values are minimal.

The course of the second, alternative flow curve presented in Fig 2B, within the range of

lower shear rates, corresponds to shear-thinning. The points, which are marked with grey

squares, result from amplitudes ranging from 0.006 to 0.01 Pas, visible on the graph.

Discussion

The rheological properties of AP and AM solutions in binary solvents are quite different from

each other. In the case of AP solutions, certain characteristics—defined as time-dependent—

can be observed. The AM solutions behave as shear-thickened, while AP solutions produce

shear-thinned systems. Moreover, amylose solutions are characterised by decidedly lower

apparent viscosity, compared to the corresponding amylopectin solutions.

Among the group of amylose solutions, the lowest apparent viscosity is exhibited by AM solu-

tions in solvent (1). This phenomenon might be attributed to the molecular characteristics of

AM in binary solvents (Table 2). The study literature indicates the radius of gyration (Rg) of

amylose, dissolved in binary solvents with 10% water content, to be in the 37.5 nm range, reach-

ing the maximum value of 38.8 nm for solutions with 20% water content, and subsequently

decreasing to the level of 26.3 nm for solvents with 70% water content (Table 2). The studies of

aqueous solutions of AM, in turn, demonstrated the radius of gyration for this polysaccharide

from cereal grain to be 25 nm [2, 3] and for potato amylose—62.5 nm [36]. By comparing these

datasets, it could be concluded that in solutions of up to 40% H2O content, amylose adopts a

helix conformation [37]. For the discussed solution (1), the average Rh value determined in the

DLS tests equals 780 nm (Table 3), and indicates that the diffusion of AM chains in the solution

is strongly limited by the biopolymer-solvent interactions. The comparison of the properties

described by the Rg value from (Table 2) with the results of DLS measurements suggests (S1 Fig),

that the conformation adopted by AM in solution (1) prevents it to diffuse freely. The participa-

tion share of the fast and slow relaxation phenomena, determined based on the Kohlrausch-Wil-

liams-Watts model indicate, that relaxation is in 60% driven by the fast processes (Table 3). This

might signify, that despite large sizes and low translational diffusion coefficient, in the range of

lower shear rates, the AM chains are capable of directional change along the stream lines, caused

by laminar flow. This hypothesis would explain the low apparent viscosity of the solution in the

low shear rate ranges (< 100 s - 1). Further increase in shear rate results in an increase of appar-

ent viscosity (Fig 2A), most probably as a result of high resistance the chains exhibit during the

flow. In these flow conditions, the limited diffusion properties become evident. It is also possible,

that the chains undergo deformation during shear flow, due to high hydrodynamic radius (Rh)

values and the helix conformation assumed in this solution. The values of time constants (Eq 2b,
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Fig 3, Table 1), determined for the discussed flow curve (Fig 2A), delineate a distribution with

two peaks. The maximum of the first peak corresponds to the characteristic time of 0.1 s, while

the maximum of the second peak is 5�10−4 s. The presence of two groups of time constants could

be related to the presence of two types of phenomena, registered with the use of DLS technique:

fast and slow, represented by two relaxation times t = 0.2 μs and 3600 μs (Table 3).

The next analysed amylose solution II(2) is characterised by slightly higher apparent viscosity

(Fig 2A); however in this case the strong dependency of apparent viscosity on the shear rate is

not observed. Similar behaviour has been noted for high amylose cornstarch solutions (70% of

amylose) and described in the study [21]. The authors have determined, that 2% (w/v) solutions

of this starch in 90% DMSO behave as Newtonian liquids of 18 mPas viscosity. As research

studies indicate [11], in solution (2) the amylose chains assume a loose helix conformation, and

are characterised by the highest radius of gyration (Table 2). The dynamic light scattering stud-

ies have indicated, in turn, that the AM chains in solution (2) are characterised by the highest

value of the diffusion coefficient Df (Table 3) and the smallest hydrodynamic radius. In the case

Table 2. Molecular parameters of starches in binary solutions H2O/DMSO at 25˚C.

starch Solution Mw, A2, Rg, Rh, [η], α2 ρ
H2O/DMSO kg�mol-1 mol�mL�g-2 nm nm mL�g-1 - -

AM potato 100/900! (1) 765±224 (272±77)×10−6 37.5±2.0 - 157±0.8 2.192 - [10]

200/800! (2) 660±67 (276±25)×10−6 38.8±2.0 - 143±0.7 1.952 -

500/500! (3) 555±44 (123±9)×10−6 34.0±1.8 - 83.4±0.4 1.304 -

700/300! (4) 506±38 (55.6±36)×10−6 26.3±1.4 - 65.7±0.3 1.189 -

maize 0/1000 - - - - 120 - - [11]

340/660 - - - - 60 - -

500/500 - - - - 40 - -

670/330 - - - - 25 - -

100/900! (1) 151±1.5 - 84±0.3 - - - - [14]

AP maize 100/900! (1) (171±1.4)×103 - 238±0.3 - - - - [14]

100/900! (1) 150×103 5.5�10−8 238 190 - - - [16]

100/900! (1) (15.3±1.4)×103 - 99.8±5.5 107.0±5.9 - 0.91±0.11 [17]

300/700 (57.5±10.3)×103 - 182.3±25.8 173.5±8.6 - 1.06±0.19

500/500! (3) (192.7±14.1) ×103 - 182.8±10.9 201.2±19.0 - 0.93±0.06

100/900! (1) - - - - 80–220 - - [37]

potato 0/1000 - - - - 178±1 - - [38]

100/900! (1) 38±2 this work

200/800! (2) 92±2

500/500! (3) 117±5

700/300! (4) 102±9

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171109.t002

Table 3. Parameters of Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts equation estimated for 1% solutions of amylose and amylopectin in binary solvents.

τf, μs τs, μs A Df, cm2�s-1 Rh, nm

AM II (1) 0.2 3600 0.6 8.8�10−11 780

II (2) 0.1 3700 0.6 2.1�10−10 290

II (3) 0.2 3700 0.5 7.3�10−11 760

AP II (1) 500 3300 0.2 3.4�10−14 2050

II (3) 200 2400 0.2 8.1�10−14 1750

II (4) 700 2700 0.2 2.5�10−14 2240

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171109.t003
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of AM solution II (2) the value of Rh is at the 290 nm level (the lowest in Table 3), while, for the

same solution, the amylose chain is described by a high value of Rg (Table 2). In all probability,

this is the reason the solution’s rheological behaviour does not visibly change along with the

shear rate. The time constants (Eq 2b, Fig 3) delineate a distribution graph with two separate

peaks (t1 = 10 s and t2 = 10−3 s), wherein the peak with a maximum of 10 s does not disappear.

The most interesting rheological behaviour was observed in the case of solution II (3) (Fig 2B).

As previous research indicates, the AM chains in solution (3) can assume a conformation inter-

mediate between a loose helix and a coil [10, 11]. The value of the diffusion coefficient, deter-

mined in the course of DLS tests, is the lowest (7.3�10−11 cm2�s-1) and the hydrodynamic radius

is in the 760 nm range (Table 3). These parameters are similar to those obtained for the solution

II (1). The increase of the apparent viscosity (Feigenbaum-like diagram, Fig 2B right, the flow

curve corresponding to shear thickening) is equivalent to the II (1) solution. However, the alter-

native course of a part of the flow curve (Fig 2, grey points), resulting from oscillatory changes

in viscosity (Fig 2B left), indicates that the chains are capable of forming such structure in the

solution, that exhibits high resistance during flow. This is possible due to a loose structure of the

AM chain in a solution, in which water constitutes 50%. The discussed phenomenon is visible

only in the range of low shear rates and disappears with the increase of _g. Similar irregular oscil-

lating behaviour was observed in the case of carrageenans water solutions [39], as well as during

the shearing of amylopectin pastes [34].

Fig 3. Characteristic times distributions for shear-thickened solutions of amylose and rheounstable shear-thinned

amylopectin solutions (distributions for up- and down-flow curve).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171109.g003
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The solutions of AP constitute shear-thinned systems. Similar behaviour is exhibited by

solutions of corn amylopectin dissolved in 90% DMSO [21]. In the case of the 1% potato amy-

lopectin solutions (Fig 1A), the flow curves hysteresis can be observed. This phenomenon is a

result of the solutions’ capability to accumulate mechanical energy (Table 1). The shear-thin-

ning phenomenon is possibly linked to the structure of AP in the solutions (Table 2, ρ values).

As previous research indicates [17], amylopectin in binary solutions assumes a regular star

structure. Its average hydrodynamic radius decreases with the increase of DMSO content in

the aqueous solvent [17]. With the increase of water content in the binary solvent, the share of

AP chains with hydrodynamic radius over 1000 nm increases in particle size distribution [17].

This phenomenon can be explained by amylopectin molecules being less dispersed, existing as

larger particles, which would suggest the possibility of aggregation [17]. This effect is illus-

trated by the values of intrinsic viscosity determined in this study. In the case of solution AP II

(1), the [η] = 38 mL�g-1, while for solution II(3) it is [η] = 117 mL�g-1. The results of DLS tests

(Table 3) indicate a small share of fast components (20%) in the shaping of relaxation phenom-

ena. Slow relaxation times are in the 3000 μs range, while fast relaxation times are significantly

higher, than in the case of amylose solutions, and range from 200 to 700 μs. The values of Rh

are in the range of 2000 nm, with the highest value of 2240 nm corresponding to solution II(4).

In the case of all studied AP solutions, the values of diffusion coefficient are very low (Table 3).

Therefore, the chains present in 1% solutions form a stable structure [17], in which the chains

of branched macromolecules of regular star structure rub against each other during the flow,

which is imposed by the external mechanical forces field. An increase of AP’s concentration in

solution II(3) to 5% (Fig 1B) causes not only an increase in viscosity, but also a formation of

oscillatory phenomena (Fig 1B). They might be related to amylopectin’s tendency to aggregate

in solutions with high water content [17]. The distributions of time constants (Table 1, Fig 3)

indicate, that the solutions’ rheological behaviour, in conditions of shear rate reduction (curve

“down”), is more complex than the properties described by the curve “up”. In the case of 1%

solution II(3), a noticeably higher apparent viscosity is visible on the “down” curve (Fig 1A).

This phenomenon, together with the time-dependent behaviour for the 5% solution II(3) (Fig

1B) might suggest, that AP chains of very large Rh and loose structure [13] are capable of accu-

mulating mechanical energy. This might be related to slow chain relaxation (Table 3, S2 Fig)),

which prevents the release of mechanical energy in a short time span. Because of that, the

“down” flow curve also runs above the “up” curve. An increase of the AP in the solution results

in certain rheological phenomena being revealed [21, 22]. For the solution of 5% concentration

(Fig 1B), oscillatory changes of viscosity in the lower shear rate range were observed, together

with shear thickening. Similar behaviours have been observed for corn amylopectin dissolved in

90% DMSO [18, 19]. The authors of the quoted study linked these behaviours to the formation

of a structure by the AP chains, during shear flow. In the course of the “up” flow curve, a forma-

tion of a structure in the liquid, or chain orientation, takes place. During the second “down”

cycle, the solution behaves as a liquid with an already-formed structure. The formation of the

structure is possible, due to the presence of the overlapping phenomenon [13] in binary solu-

tions of amylopectin.

Conclusions

The results of the quality tests of the hysteresis loops revealed, that AM solutions in solvents

formed of a mixture of H2O and DMSO with lower water concentration, are rheologically-sta-

ble fluids and exhibit a shear-thickening phenomenon. The AM solutions in a solvent com-

posed of H2O and DMSO at the ratio of 500/500, display complex rheological behaviours

manifested by oscillatory changes of viscosity in the function of shear time (at a stable shear

Structural properties of starches in binary dimethyl sulfoxide-water solutions
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rate). Due to a small radius of gyration and low expansion coefficient, a deformation of the

AM coil during shear is possible, which enables the accumulation of energy. The AP solutions

are rheologically unstable fluids. The results demonstrate, that instability of the starch solu-

tions stems from the phenomena of energy accumulation. The capability of chains to accumu-

late energy results from the conformation they adopt in the analyzed solutions.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Autocorrelation functions for solutions of amylose.

(EPS)
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